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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are an 

interesting research area since it has application from 

military to commercial users. Though WSN has diverse 

design challenges, energy efficiency is often considered 

as an important issue. Clustering is the highly used 

energy efficient technique which saves power utilization 

by dropping the amount of data transmission. It works 

well for direct communication and it suffers from hot 

spot problem during multihop communication. Several 

researches reported that the idea of unequal clustering is 

an effective way to resolve the hot spot problem. The 

basic idea behind unequal clustering is the process of 

forming clusters of different sizes throughout the 

network while maintaining small size clusters near base 

station (BS) in addition to large size cluster distant from 

BS. Presently, numerous unequal clustering protocols 

were developed based on probabilistic, deterministic and 

metaheuristic approaches. Since no review paper based 

on bio-inspired algorithms based unequal clustering 

algorithms are available, this paper reviews the recent 

bio-inspired algorithms based unequal clustering 

algorithms with its goal, underlying methodology and 

performance evaluation. At the end of the paper, a 

comparison of reviewed approaches is also given. 

 

Keywords: Energy efficiency, Hot spot problem, 

Metaheuristic, Unequal clustering 

1. Introduction 

 

Wireless senor network is applicable in various domains 

due to the versatile nature of small senor nodes takes 

part in the network. WSN comprises of tiny, battery 

operated sensor nodes which uses wireless medium for 

communication. It is widely used in several sectors like 

agriculture automation, industrial automation, smart 

building, hospitals, tracking, etc [1-3]. Every sensor 

node in WSN is responsible to do the following 

operations: sensing the physical parameters of its 

environment, processing the raw data locally to extract 

the feature of interest and Transmitting the information 

to its neighbors through a wireless link. Several studies 

reported that the total amount of energy utilized for 

transmission and reception of data is significantly highly 

when compared to sensing and processing operations [4, 

5]. This necessitates the development of energy aware 

mechanisms that reduce the amount of radio related 

activities, in this manner dropping the energy utilization 

in the node and network. Various research studies 

focuses on the minimization of energy usage in the radio 

module using three domains namely clustering, routing 

and data aggregation. 

 

Clustering is an efficient method to attain energy 

efficiency in WSN [6]. It is used to produce clusters by 

grouping a number of nodes and a leader called as cluster 

head (CH) election will be carried out stuck between the 

nodes. In a cluster, apart from CH, remaining of the nodes 

is called as cluster members. They act as a normal sensor 

node which simply fits the physical parameters 

furthermore forwards it to its CH. Likewise, every cluster 

member sense and transmits its data toward CH. Then, 

CH aggregates the collected data out of its cluster 

members into an individual packet by the process of 

eliminating unwanted or redundant data. Finally, CH 

sends the data which is aggregated to the BS straightly or 

via intermediate nodes. The advantages of clustering are 

less number of data transmissions, reduced amount of 

data to be transmitted and enhanced bandwidth 

utilization. But, it suffers the drawback of hot spot 

problem. Hot spot problem refers that the CHs located in 

close proximity to BS die before than CHs far away from 

BS. This disturbs the net connectivity and introduces the 

coverage trouble in the network. Energy utilization of a 

sensor node is usually flanked on the count of 

transmissions and receptions performed. CHs near BS 

spent higher energy for 

 

o Data sensing and aggregation   

o Intra cluster traffic 

o Inter cluster traffic from farther CHs 

 

Due to the above reasons, the CHs near BS run out of 

energy at much faster rate and die earlier than CHs far 

away from BS. It is called as hot spot problem. Several 

researches reported that the idea of unequal clustering is 

an efficient way to resolve the hot spot problem. The 

basic idea behind unequal clustering [7] is the process of 

forming clusters of different sizes throughout the 
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network while maintaining smaller clusters closer base 

station (BS) and large clusters far away from BS. In 

unequal clustering, the size of the cluster is small when 

it is present closer BS and its size increases when it is 

placed far away from BS. This process eventually 

performs load distribution among the WSN and avoids 

hot spot problem as well as maximizes network lifetime. 

 

Previously, several probabilistic based approaches were 

developed to solve hot spot issue by effectively selects 

the appropriate cluster size and cluster heads. When the 

number of nodes in WSN tremendously increases, 

probability based methods fails to manage efficiently 

and the clustering trouble is considered as a NP hard 

problem. After bio-inspired algorithms has evolved for 

solving NP hard problems, the area of clustering in WSN 

grasps a number of researchers to solve it. This part of 

interest leads the researchers to design various 

algorithms for select CHs and cluster size to maximize 

the lifetime of WSN. In this study, existing 

computational intelligence technique which are designed 

and developed for energy efficient unequal clustering 

technique to improve the network lifetime in WSN is 

reviewed. 

 

Presently, numerous unequal clustering protocols were 

developed based on probabilistic, deterministic and 

metaheuristic approaches. The absence of review paper 

based on bio-inspired algorithms based unequal 

clustering algorithms motivated us to do this work. In 

this study, existing computational intelligence technique 

which are designed and developed for energy efficient 

unequal clustering approaches to raise the network 

lifetime in WSN be reviewed flanked on the goal, 

underlying methodology and performance evaluation. 

 

The upcoming part of the study is arranged as follows: 

background information of clustering techniques are 

given in Section 2. A review of unequal clustering 

techniques is made in Section 3 and a detailed 

comparison is made in Section 4. As a final point, 

conclusion is made in Section 5.  

2. Unequal clustering protocols in WSN 

 

Presently, numerous unequal clustering protocols were 

developed based on probabilistic, deterministic and 

metaheuristic approaches. In this part, the unequal 

clustering techniques solely based on bio-inspired 

algorithms are discussed with its goal, underlying 

methodology and performance evaluation. A taxonomy of 

unequal clustering techniques is shown in Fig. 1 and are 

discussed in the following subsections. 

 

2.1. Probabilistic approaches 

 
A. Probability Driven Unequal Clustering Mechanism for WSN 

(PRODUCE) 

It is an arbitrarily asymmetrical clustering algorithm that 

dispenses with the trouble area issue. It boosts the system 

existence and scope instance in WSN wherever the 

thickness of nodes is high [9]. Scope time is the time 

while the principal CH comes up short on battery 

bringing about scope issues and lifetime shows the time 

while every one of the nodes within the system pass on. It 

utilizes confined probabilities for building clusters of 

unequal size as well as stochastic geometry designed for 

inter-cluster directing. Unequal clustering sorts out 

clusters of littler size close BS as well as bigger size more 

remote out off BS. It  influences the CHs close to the BS 

to concentrate more on to inter cluster information 

transferring and CHs more distant from BS can 

concentrate supplementary on intra-cluster 

correspondence that brings about the disposal of hitch 

area issue. This probability driven asymmetrical 

clustering plan adjusts the force utilization comes about 

and augmented the system duration and scope time 

particularly in the system wherever the thickness of the 

nodes is elevated. It gives improved outcomes as far as 

system lifetime when contrasted with EEUC.  
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Fig.1. Taxonomy of unequal clustering techniques 

 

B. Energy Driven Unequal Clustering (EDUC)  

EDUC is a dispersed algorithm that decreases the energy 

utilization as well as it maintains a strategic distance from 

problem area issue in heterogeneous WSN. This 

algorithm viably deals by means of the force utilization of 

nodes inside a cluster to lessen the energy exhaustion. It 

includes the unequal clustering algorithm along with an 

energy driven CH revolution technique [10]. Here are two 

stages in EDUC: cluster development in addition to 

information gathering stage. The cluster development 

stage incorporates CH rivalry stage furthermore cluster 

formation arrange. Every hub fills in as CH just the once 

in the whole system lifetime. The CHs gets ready TDMA 

plan meant for its own cluster individuals to stay away 

from intra-car accident. CHs are chosen haphazardly in 

addition to the energy level is figured precisely for CH 

revolution. CHs forward the information specifically to 

BS. This presumption of single-hop correspondence isn't 

conceivable in numerous ongoing applications. This 

technique isn't valuable for multi-hop networks since 

energy threshold ought to be extremely exact. Contrasted 

and LEACH and HEED, EDUC can draw out the system 

lifetime.  

 
C. Location Based Unequal Clustering Algorithm (LUCA)  

Other probability flanked dispersed plan to avoid trouble 

area issue is LUCA, where the cluster measure fluctuates 

relatively to the separation from BS [11]. To wipe out 

problem area issue, LUCA forms littler clusters close to 

the BS and bigger clusters more distant from BS. In the 

introduction organize, every hub has a back off clock 

with some irregular esteem. At the point when the nodes 

get some CH promotion message inside the time interval, 

which it joins to the cluster. At the point while not any of 

the CH commercial messages be gotten, it chooses itself 

as CH and promotes as CH to its neighbors. As LUCA 

sorts out unequal clusters flanked on the location out off 

BS, it utilizes GPS to decide its own location. In LUCA, 

the nodes are location mindful that makes it unacceptable 

intended for some continuous application along with 

expands power overhead.  

 
D. Energy Efficient Unequal Clustering (EEUC)  

EEUC be a half with half approach generally utilized 

for periodical information assembling application 

within WSN [12]. To keep away from hotspot issue, the 

system is partitioned into clusters of different unequal 

sizes with multi-hop steering is engaged with forward 

information to BS. A cluster estimate nearer toward BS 

is littler that decreases the energy utilization owing to 

intra-cluster activity and spare additional energy meant 

for inter-cluster multi-hop steering. The cluster measure 

be straightforwardly corresponding toward the 

separation to BS. EEUC be a dispersed strategy 

wherever the CHs be chosen via limited rivalry in 

addition to last CHs be picked flanked on the remaining 

energy of the sensor hub. In multi-hop information 

transmission, CHs picks the hand-off hub utilizing two 

measurements: remaining energy and separation of 

transfer CH out off BS. EEUC essentially diminishes 

the energy utilization and protracts the system lifetime 

contrasted with LEACH as well as HEED and more 

useful than UCS.  
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E.  Energy Efficient Distributed Unequal Clustering protocol 

(EEDUC)  

EEDUC be a dispersed method be able to be utilized for 

periodical information assembling applications. The 

downside of EEUC is overwhelmed through EEDUC. In 

EEDUC, every hub communicates the welcome message 

flanked on the holding up time. The weight (holding up 

time) metric is registered at every hub flanked on the 

remaining energy as well as hub degree; nodes in the 

midst of most extreme weight be chosen as CHs [13]. 

EEDUC dodges the trouble area issue and parities the 

energy utilization 24% superior to EEUC. EEDUC 

effectively boosts the system lifetime. In any case, the CH 

picks the nearby CH as transfer hub and without thinking 

about the leftover energy as well as separation to BS.  

 
F. Unequal Cluster based Routing (UCR)  

UCR partitions the system into clusters of uneven sizes to 

maintain a strategic distance from problem area issue. 

UCR protocol fuses two parts: energy efficient unequal 

clustering algorithm (EEUC) intended for clustering 

process, inter-cluster greedy geographic in addition to 

energy mindful steering protocol meant for multi-hop 

directing procedure [14]. BS communicates a reference 

point flag to every sensors to ascertain its separation out 

off each hub based on the got flag quality. It is useful in 

support of choosing suitable power for information 

broadcast to BS as well as building uneven clusters. 

Speculative CHs are picked haphazardly along with they 

seek last choice of CH. Each speculative CH has a 

focused range and it is utilized to build unequal size 

clusters. After the determination of CHs, CH 

communicates ad message to the system. The hub join as 

cluster part to the CH with higher got flag quality and the 

voronoi area of sensor hub is additionally built. For multi-

hop inter-cluster directing, the hand-off nodes are picked 

based on the proportion of remaining energy and energy 

cost of the hand-off ways. It accomplishes most extreme 

life span over HEED yet inclined to blunder and fewer 

vigorous in light of the commotion in the genuine 

condition.  

 
G. Unequal LEACH  

LEACH is a primary created clustering algorithm that 

chooses CH flanked on probability. Because of viable 

challenges in LEACH, enhanced LEACH by means of 

extra functional setup stage is proposed. Enhanced 

LEACH develops clusters flanked on Adaptive On-

request Weighting (AOW) that is a tradeoff stuck 

between leftover energy to add up to energy and rivalry 

run [15]. The clusters size is uneven in measure and the 

CHs straightforwardly forward the information to BS 

with no midway nodes. Round robin technique is utilized 

for cluster head choice in addition to the pivoted schedule 

opening is foreordained. In enduring state stage, cluster 

individuals utilizes TDMA timetable to broadcast 

information to CH and CH utilizes CSMA calendar to 

transmit the received and total information to BS. 

Following certain day and age, re-clustering happens. 

Enhanced LEACH results to supplementary balanced out 

system topology and greatest lifetime contrasted with 

LEACH. This protocol keeps away from trouble area 

issue and is appropriate for huge scale WSN wherever the 

thickness of nodes is elevated.  

 
H. Energy-Efficient Clustering (EC)  

EC be a basic, versatile and energy effective clustering 

algorithm that figures the required cluster estimate 

flanked on the hop separation to sink. It accomplishes 

surmised evening out of system lifetime and decreases 

energy utilization [16]. In EC, provisional CHs be 

chosen haphazardly as well as last CHs be chosen 

relying upon their remaining energy. An energy-

efficient multi-hop information accumulation protocol 

be proposed to decide the measure of energy utilization 

in addition to the performance of EC. The dispersed 

inter-cluster steering algorithm performs uniform 

energy conveyance in addition to it produce negligible 

overhead because of course disclosure process. EC isn't 

reliant on the energy-efficient information gathering 

protocol. EC perform well and accomplishes 

supplementary evening out of energy than UCR in 

addition to HEED.  

 
I. Energy – Balancing Unequal Clustering Protocol for 

WSN (EB-UCP)  

EB-UCP is displayed to achieve most extreme life span as 

well as consistent load balancing in the midst of every 

one of the nodes in WSN. To dispense with problem area 

issue, probabilistic method is utilized to sort out clusters 

[17]. Clusters close to the BS be littler in estimate for 

supplementary inter-cluster directing as well as fewer 

intra-cluster steering. The detecting field is isolated into 

different layers in addition to every layer be allocated an 

alternate probability with respect to the separation to BS. 

The nodes closer to BS have superior probability which 

implies more CH involves littler cluster territory with 

fewer number of cluster individuals. This outcomes to 

fewer energy dispersal for intra-cluster activity as well as 

spare energy for inter-cluster steering. Speculative CHs 

are picked based on the hub's leftover energy to balance 

the energy utilization. The multi-hop information 

transmission relies upon unequal clustering algorithm as 

well as energy paired layering algorithm. CH chooses the 

transfer hub based on the leftover energy. At the point 

while two nodes have break even with leftover energy, 

CH picks the hand-off hub haphazardly from these nodes. 

EB-UCP accomplishes greatest lifetime contrasted with 

LEACH along with EEUC.  
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J. Unequal Hierarchal Energy Efficient Distributed Clustering 

(UHEED)  

UHEED be a dispersed method that settles the hotspot 

issue with keeps up similar measure of remaining energy 

in the system in addition to expands the system lifetime 

[18]. It is the enhanced variant of HEED. Notice utilizes 

two parameters for clustering: lingering energy and hub 

degree. The CHs utilize a similar rivalry sweep and 

separation to BS isn't considered. This prompts problem 

area issue. UHEED develops different size clusters 

relying on the separation of CHs to BS and littler clusters 

be formed meant for CHs closer to BS. This strategy 

additionally finds the estimated cluster measure utilizing 

the separation facts. An opposition range formula be 

utilized to make littler size cluster close BS. These 

outcome to lessened energy utilization in littler clusters 

owing to intra-cluster movement and protect 

supplementary energy to center around more inter cluster 

activity. This algorithm results to expanded system 

lifetime contrasted with LEACH, HEED with uneven 

LEACH. 

 
K. Constructing Optimal Clustering Architecture (COCA) 

COCA is a versatile, dispersed unequal clustering plan 

that examines the consistent troubles in unequal 

clustering techniques in homogenous sensor organize 

[19]. COCA builds optimal clustering architecture, 

energy-mindful CH turn in addition to routing intended 

for rough balance of energy utilization in the entire 

system. COCA utilizes a methodology which the quantity 

of cluster in the unit region increments while the 

separation to BS diminishes. It spares more energy 

designed for multi hop routing amid clusters which brings 

about the disposal of problem area issue. For CH choice, 

all nodes trade leftover energy fact with its neighbors. 

The hub by way of most extreme leftover energy 

pronounced them as CH. Each CH haphazardly pick some 

CH in the neighbor cluster as routing hopefuls and CH 

amid most astounding remaining energy is chosen as last 

routing CH. It is a straightforward and viable protocol by 

lessened energy utilization as well as most extreme 

lifetime twice otherwise thrice than UCR. 

 

2.2. Metaheuristic approaches 

 
A.  Energy Balanced Unequal Clustering (EBUC) 

 

EBUC [20] uses PSO algorithm to produce clusters of 

uneven sizes. It partition the network into various parts of 

different sizes where the clusters near to BS be supposed 

to be of smaller sizes. The CHs near to BS saves high 

energy which can be useful for data transmission between 

clustering and thereby hot spot problem will be 

eliminated. To pass on data from CH to BS, multi-hop 

communication is used which lessen the energy 

utilization of CHs. A comparative analysis of EBUC is 

done with LEACH and PSO-C interms of amount of alive 

sensor nodes. The value in the figure depict that the 

network becomes inoperative in 80 rounds itself for 

LEACH whereas PSO-C operates till 96 rounds. 

However, EBUC is superior to LEACH and PSO-C and is 

active till 108 rounds.  

 
B. Genetic Algorithm based Energy-Efficient Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchical Protocol (GAEEP) 

GAEEP [21] is presented to increase network lifetime 

as well network stability by electing optimum sum of 

CHs and its location by the use of GA. The working of 

GA is divided to setup as well as steady state phases. In 

the former phase, the BS identifies the optimal CHs 

count and allocates cluster members to them. In the 

latter phase, the cluster members transmit data to CHs 

in the format of frames and are forwarded to BS. The 

effectiveness of GAEEP is verified by comparing its 

results with LEACH, SEP, ERP, LEACH-GA along 

with DEU in both homogeneous as well as 

heterogeneous networks interms of lifetime, average 

remaining energy and throughput. The GAEEP and 

DEU is compared interms of numeral of alive sensor 

nodes. However, GAEEP is superior to DEU and it 

lasts up to 2000 rounds. 

 
C. Unequal Clustering by Improved Particle Swarm 

Optimization (IPSO)  

IPSO [22] is developed to eliminate hot spot issue and 

also to overcome the usual limitations of PSO. The 

existing modified PSO algorithm may provide better 

performance but they suffer from high algorithmic 

complexity or high computational cost. It usually 

operates in numerous rounds where every round begins 

amid a setup phase continued by a steady state phase.  

Every node broadcasts its information (node id, 

remaining energy, position, neighbors, etc.) to BS 

whereas BS executes the proposed method to elect the 

optimal candidate CHs.  In the setup phase, the 

construction of clusters and CH election will be carried 

out. In addition, a TDMA schedule will be made to 

prevent collision in the network because of data 

transmission with a cluster. The cluster members use 

their slot to transmit the sensed data and it will be 

forwarded to BS by CHs. The simulation results 

verified that the limitations of PSO algorithm is 

overcome by IPSO algorithm and is proved interms of 

number of alive nodes in WSN. 
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D. Sink Mobility based Energy Balancing Unequal 

Clustering (SMEBUC) 

SMEBUC [23] is introduced for the attainment of 

balanced energy utilization by the use of Shuffled Frog 

Leaping Algorithm (SFLA). SFLA is used for the election 

of CHs and organize clusters of varying sizes by the 

consideration of remaining energy level in the sensor 

node. To minimize the rotation of CHs often, CHs works 

continuously to identify the exchange time of CHs as well 

as nodes weight. The greedy algorithm is employed to 

choose the finest relay node stuck between CHs and BS. 

In addition, mobile sinks are presented to conquer the 

hindrance of hot spot concern. The highlight of the 

SMEBUC algorithm is verified by the performance 

comparison with LEACH and EBUCP interms of energy 

dissipation as well alive nodes. 

 
E. Fuzzy and ant colony optimization based combined 

MAC, routing and unequal clustering cross-layer 

protocol (FAMACROW)   

FAMACROW [24] integrates the efficient clustering and 

routing process make use of fuzzy logic plus ACO 

algorithm. Fuzzy logic by means of three input parameter 

like remaining energy level, node degree in addition to 

link quality are employed to select CHs and cluster sizes. 

Next, ACO is used for routing between CHs and BS by 

considering the distance, remaining energy level, queue 

length and delivery likelihood. For validation, 

FAMACROW is compared with UCR, Unequal Layered 

Clustering Approach, EAUCF and IFUC. The 

comparison results depicted that the FAMACROW is 

highly energy-efficient as well as reliable on comparing 

with other methods. In addition, a comparison of first 

node die (FND), half node die (HND) along with last 

node die (LND) is made. The LND of UCR occurs at 300 

rounds whereas FAMACROW lasts upto 525 rounds. 

 
F. Novel Chemical reaction optimization based unequal 

clustering and routing algorithm (nCROUCRA)  

A new chemical reaction optimization (nCRO) is 

proposed for asymmetrical clustering as well as routing 

algorithms and is called as nCRO-UCRA. To obtain 

unequal clustering, an nCRO paradigm based CH 

selection is done using a derived cost function. In 

addition, a routing strategy is also developed using nCRO 

algorithm. They are designed with the effective models of 

molecular structure encoding as well as novel potential 

energy functions. This algorithm [25] is implemented in 

different scenarios based on the sensor count and CHs 

count. The performance of nCRO-UCRA is compared 

with PSO, EBUC, EAUCF, FBUC, EPUC along with 

CRO-UCRA on the basis of remaining energy level, alive 

nodes, throughput and convergence rate. The simulation 

values showed so as to the proposed method attains lesser 

energy consumption when compared to other methods. 

 

G. An Unequal Multi-hop Balanced Immune Clustering 

(UMBIC) 

UMBIC [26] is presented to resolve hot spot issue in 

small and large scale/homogeneous and heterogeneous 

WSN with varying density. It uses Unequal Clustering 

Mechanism (UCM) and the Multi-Objective Immune 

Algorithm (MOIA) to regulate the intra-cluster and inter-

cluster energy utilization. The UCM partitions the WSN 

to unequal clusters on the basis of distance and remaining 

energy level. The UMBIC protocol performs CH rotation 

when the energy level of one CH crosses the threshold 

value and it results in computational complexity is 

minimized. The experimental values indicate that the 

UMBIC seems to be more energy efficient with improved 

network lifetime on comparing with LEACH, UCR and 

UCMR. 
 

H. Comparison and discussion 

 

A correlation of the looked into strategies is made based 

on a few parameters and is arranged in Table 1. By and 

by, various unequal clustering protocols were produced 

based on probabilistic, deterministic and metaheuristic 

approaches. From this far reaching study on unequal 

clustering algorithms based on bio-inspired algorithms 

for WSN, it has been reasoned that a compelling 

developmental algorithm which has the idea of creating 

efficient FCP demonstrate is as yet a verbal 

confrontation. Additionally, the hybridization of two bio-

inspired algorithms may prompt better energy proficiency 

with greatest lifetime alongside the shirking of problem 

area issue. A correlation of different looked into uneven 

clustering methodologies be classified in the table 1. First 

and foremost, different algorithms are looked at flanked 

on cluster properties which incorporate cluster measure 

(equivalent or unequal), cluster check (settled or 

variable), intra-cluster correspondence and inter-cluster 

correspondence (coordinate or multi-hop). Next, different 

algorithms are looked at flanked on cluster head 

properties consolidating portability (stationary or 

versatile), hub compose (homogeneous or 

heterogeneous), part (hand-off or accumulating 

information), technique (probabilistic, deterministic as 

well as preset) and targets (stack balancing, keep away 

from problem area issue, stretch system lifetime, and so 

forth.) of the separate algorithms. At long last, different 

algorithms are analyzed flanked on clustering process that 

incorporates the method for CH choice, nature (proactive 

or responsive) with location mindfulness.  
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Table 1. Comparison of various unequal clustering approaches 

 

Protocol 

Cluster properties CH properties Clustering process 

Unequal 

Cluster 

size 

Variable 

Cluster 

count 

Single 

hop 

Intra 

comm. 

Multi 

hop 

Inter 

comm. 

Mobility 
Node type 

Homogeneous 

Role            

Relay/    

aggregation 

Method 

Distributed 

Objective 

Load 

balancing & 

maximum 

lifetime 

CH 

election 

Proactive 

Nature 

Loca. 

aware 

PRODUCE    

(Kim et al., 2008) 
         Random   

EDUC            

(Yu et al., 2011a) 
         Random   

LUCA            

(Lee et al., 2011) 
         Random   

EEUC              

(Li et al., 2005) 
         Hybrid   

EEDUC          

(Yu et al., 2011b) 
         Hybrid   

UCR          

(Chen et al., 

2009) 
         Hybrid   

Unequal LEACH       

(Ren et al., 2010) 
         Hybrid   

 

EC (Wei et al., 

2011) 

         Hybrid   

EB-UCP       

(Yang T, 2009) 
         Hybrid   
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UHEED        

(Ever et al., 2012) 

         Hybrid   

COCA            

(Li et al., 2013) 
         Hybrid   

 

EBUC          

(Jiang et al., 2010) 

         Heuristic   

 

GAEEP        

(Abo-zahhad et 

al., 2014) 

         Heuristic   

 

SMEBUC       

(Fan and Du, 

2015) 

         Heuristic   

 

IPSO      

(Salehian and K 

Subraminiam, 

2015) 

         Heuristic   

 

FAMACROW 

(Gajjar et al., 

2014) 

         Heuristic   

 

nCRO-UCRA 

(Srinivasa et al., 

2016) 

         Heuristic   

 

UMBIC 

(Sabil et al., 2016) 

         Heuristic   
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I. An Unequal Multi-hop Balanced Immune 

Clustering (UMBIC) 

UMBIC [26] is presented to resolve hot spot issue in 

small and large scale/homogeneous and heterogeneous 

WSN with varying density. It uses Unequal Clustering 

Mechanism (UCM) and the Multi-Objective Immune 

Algorithm (MOIA) to regulate the intra-cluster and 

inter-cluster energy utilization. The UCM partitions 

the WSN to unequal clusters on the basis of distance 

and remaining energy level. The UMBIC protocol 

performs CH rotation when the energy level of one CH 

crosses the threshold value and it results in 

computational complexity is minimized. The 

experimental values indicate that the UMBIC seems to 

be more energy efficient with improved network 

lifetime on comparing with LEACH, UCR and 

UCMR. 
 

J. Comparison and discussion 

 

A correlation of the looked into strategies is made 

based on a few parameters and is arranged in Table 1. 

By and by, various unequal clustering protocols were 

produced based on probabilistic, deterministic and 

metaheuristic approaches. From this far reaching study 

on unequal clustering algorithms based on bio-inspired 

algorithms for WSN, it has been reasoned that a 

compelling developmental algorithm which has the 

idea of creating efficient FCP demonstrate is as yet a 

verbal confrontation. Additionally, the hybridization of 

two bio-inspired algorithms may prompts better 

energy proficiency with greatest lifetime alongside the 

shirking of problem area issue.  
 

A correlation of different looked into uneven 

clustering methodologies be classified in the table 1. 

First and foremost, different algorithms are looked at 

flanked on cluster properties which incorporate cluster 

measure (equivalent or unequal), cluster check (settled 

or variable), intra-cluster correspondence and inter-

cluster correspondence (coordinate or multi-hop). 

Next, different algorithms are looked at flanked on 

cluster head properties consolidating portability 

(stationary or versatile), hub compose (homogeneous 

or heterogeneous), part (hand-off or accumulating 

information), technique (probabilistic, deterministic as 

well as preset) and targets (stack balancing, keep away 

from problem area issue, stretch system lifetime, and 

so forth.) of the separate algorithms. At long last, 

different algorithms are analyzed flanked on clustering 

process that incorporates the method for CH choice, 

nature (proactive or responsive) with location 

mindfulness.  
 

Fundamentally, unequal clustering protocols be 

ordered in three different traditions: Probabilistic, 

deterministic as well as preset compose. The 

probabilistic algorithms be supplementary well known 

on account of its effortlessness, energy-efficient and 

quick meeting. It is partitioned into two sorts to be 

specific arbitrary and half breed. Arbitrary 

methodologies are basic and accomplished close 

optimal overhead however neglect to preserve energy. 

Half and half strategies utilize arbitrary techniques 

with a few parameters such as leftover energy or 

separation to BS. Cross breed methods be repetitive 

flanked or rivalry flanked that expands the 

multifaceted nature regarding message and time. 

Deterministic methodologies are non-probability 

flanked techniques and employs a few measurements 

for CH choice. It is additional solid in addition to 

controllable than probabilistic techniques. It isn't 

appropriate for extensive scale WSN due to its many-

sided quality as well as slower meeting. It is 

characterized into four classifications: weight based 

fuzzy flanked, heuristic based with compound 

techniques. Weight flanked protocols are iterative 

based that builds the message many-sided quality. 

Fuzzy methodologies devour extra energy for 

algorithm execution along with message trade. 

Heuristic methodologies desire worldwide information 

of the system and controlled by the BS. The brought 

together and extensive process makes heuristic 

strategies unfeasible for some applications. 

Accordingly, there is an exchange off between 

provisioning effortlessness and Quality of Service 

(QoS) necessities of the system. The probabilistic 

techniques are basic and quick union; it performs well 

in extensive scale WSNs like natural observing. For 

more solid and strong applications, deterministic 

algorithms can be utilized. Accomplishing optimal 

arrangement in application particular condition, 

heuristic approach is the better choice. In spite of the 

fact that the current methodologies are inspected well, 

a few sections of clustering are not explored yet.  
 

A large portion of the clustering approaches are static and 

they don't have capacity to adjust organize changes. In 

this way, dynamic clustering can be gathered in future. 

Next, the versatility of the system isn't considered. In 

clustered WSN, three sections can be portable: cluster 

individuals, CH and BS. WSN with portability prompts 

topology changes much of the time and builds overhead. 

As WSN are by and large information driven, information 

driven routing methods are required. A large portion of 

the algorithms are created for proactive networks and less 

number of systems is accessible for receptive networks. 

In future, clustering strategies for receptive networks can 

be researched more. 
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4. Conclusion 

Clustering is an effective way to achieve energy 

efficiency in WSN but it results in hot spot issue. 

Several researches reported that the idea of 

unequal clustering is the best approach to resolve 

the hot spot problem. The absence of review paper 

based on bio-inspired algorithms based unequal 

clustering algorithms stimulated us to do this 

work. In this study, existing computational 

intelligence technique which are designed and 

developed for energy efficient unequal clustering 

approaches to increase the lifetime in WSN is 

reviewed based on the goal, underlying 

methodology and performance evaluation. A 

comparison of the reviewed techniques is made 

based on several parameters. It is observed that 

there is more options are available to improve the 

network lifetime of WSN using bio-inspired 

algorithms. 
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